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Size & Zeta Options



Sample Settings Tab

 The values entered are only 

involved in the conversion of intensity 

to volume distribution 

 Samples like liposomes have an 

outer shell of one refractive index, and 

a core with different refractive index

 Using the core/shell model may 

allow for a more accurate conversion 

and therefore a more accurate volume 

mean



Core to Shell Ratio

Example: 

DPPC Liposomes in PBS

z-average diameter = 100nm

Inner Radius

Outer Radius

Therefore, bilayer thickness is required

If DPPC bilayer = 4nm, then 

Core to shell ratio =

Core to shell ratio =
46

50
= 0.92

If core to shell ratio = 0, the model is not used

I

O



Correlator Tab

The correlator in the Nano consists of 

3 sub correlators:

Log Correlator (default)

192 Channels 

24 groups of 8 channels

Groups are logarithmically spaced

250ns minimum delay time

500ns default minimum delay time

Dilation = 2

Slow Linear Correlator

Not currently supported

Fast Mode Linear and Logarithmic

16 Channels 

25ns minimum delay time

Enabling the linear channels will 
change the first channel of the 

logarithmic correlator from 500ns     
to 250ns



Log Correlator Architecture
192 Channels, 24 groups of 8 channels, default minimum delay time = 

0.5s

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

1st group of 8 channels

4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5 10.5 11.5

2nd group of 8 channels

12.5 14.5 16.5 18.5 20.5 22.5 24.5 26.5

3rd group of 8 channels

28.5 32.5 36.5 40.5 44.5 48.5 52.5 56.5

4th group of 8 channels

5th group of 8 channels

60.5 68.5 76.5 84.5 92.5 100.5 108.5116.5

and so on and so on……….

Delay time increase

0.5 s

1.0 s

2.0 s

4.0 s

8.0 s

The relationship 

between the 

groups of 

channels is 2 

i.e. the dilation =2



Result Calculation Tab

Allows access to the advanced 

settings of Cumulants and the 

distribution algorithms              

General Purpose, Multiple Narrow 

Modes, CONTIN and Discrete 

Exponentials



Filtering

During a size measurement the poorest sub-run 

measurement data is 'filtered' out from the final 

result. In a standard non-research measurement 

this will be 50% of the sub-runs performed. e.g. 

if a measurement requires 10 sub-runs to 

complete, only data from the best 5 (50%) will 

be included in the final result. Since large 

particles generally increase the scattered light 

and lead to an increase in counts detected, the 

filtering will operate by choosing runs of a lower 

count rate. The set of runs are ordered by count 

rate and the selected percentage from the 

lowest count rate upward are averaged to select 

the data for further analysis. Using Edit result

the data can be reanalysed with either less or 

more sub-runs being used in the final calculation 

and result



Result Calculation Tab



Cumulants Tab

The order of fit can be chosen, so 

that the intercept, slope, and 

second moment of the function 

can be determined.

The default setting is 3                 

(i.e. a 3rd order polynomial fit).

If the 3rd order fit is poor then choose a higher order to improve (eg a higher order may 

improve the fit for very wide distributions - studying the Residuals plot on the Size 

diagnostics report is useful in making such decisions over which order of fit to select.

For very poor or noisy data when the count rate is low, or when very small particles are 

being measured it may be useful to choose fewer points to fit, in which case a second 

order fit might be preferred as it is difficult to get a reliable second moment in such a 

case.



Cumulants Tab

The Weighting scheme allows 

different correlator points to be 

given more importance during the 

analysis of the data.

None: This will give equal weighting (importance) to the correlation points.

Quadratic: Weighting applied according to ‘amplitude squared’. Quadratic weighting is the default 

choice when using a NNLS analysis fit. It will place more emphasis on fitting the earlier channels, 

where the signal intensity is greatest, so giving them more importance in the final analysis. This is 

obviously done at the expense of misfitting the ‘correlation tail' at longer times.

Quartic: As above but ‘squared twice’ Use Quartic weighting on very wide distributions, especially if 

the data analysed is poor.



Cumulants Tab

The correlator is a signal processor 

that calculates the correlation 

coefficients of a measured signal as 

finite numerical values performed at 

different delay times.

The delay times will range in delay 

from 25ns up to 32 seconds. For 

most samples not all channels will 

need be processed, so the 

automatic algorithm will select the 

appropriate range in most cases.

First Point

The default setting is for automatic selection of the first point to be used in the analysis and this is 

the 3rd channel. Selecting Manual allows for the manual selection of the first point The effect of 

changing the first point used in the analysis on the size distribution obtained is sometimes required, 

i.e. the front end of the correlation function shows noisy data and you want to confirm that the size 

distribution result has not been influenced by this noise. It will also allow for analysis of different 

parts of the correlation function to possibly obtain further information about the sample.



Cumulants Tab

It is not always useful to fit every 

point between the first and last 

correlator channels in the chosen 

range. As the correlation function is 

usually exponential, a selection of 

points can be chosen, that are 

based on a geometric series with a 

common ratio – this is referred to as 

the dilation. The dilation provides an 

economic selection of points whose 

information content is spread evenly 

across the range.
Dilation

The dilation value can be changed if a narrower or wider spaced set of points over which to do the 

analysis is required.For example, if trying to resolve a bimodal sample, it may be advantageous to 

use more data points in the analysis and therefore the dilation should be set to 1.0.



Cumulants Tab

Diffusion processes give rise to 

exponential decaying correlation 

coefficients. If these drop to less 

than 0.1 of the initial value there is 

little information that can be gained 

by including these in the fit. To 

remove these from the fit a cut-off

channel can be selected.

Last point – cut-off threshold

To increase or decrease the threshold of data which the algorithm uses in the analysis. Poorly fitted 

data may affect the size distribution that is obtained. Reducing the threshold to which the analysis 

stops at can be used to minimise the effect of going too far in correlation time and see what effect 

this has on the size distribution obtained.



Cumulants Tab

Diffusion processes give rise to 

exponential decaying correlation 

coefficients. If these drop to less 

than 0.1 of the initial value there is 

little information that can be gained 

by including these in the fit. To 

remove these from the fit a cut-off

channel can be selected.

Last point – number of channels

To decrease or to increase the number of points used in the analysis. This may be the case where 

the fit obtained from an algorithm is poor in part of the curve. Poorly fitted data may affect the size 

distribution that is obtained. Reducing the number of points used can minimise the effect of 

selecting points that are ‘noisy’. Points at long delay times will tend to be noisy unless long 

measurements are done. For the Cumulants analysis, caution is required as selecting too many 

points may distort the analysis and give a poor fit and hence wrong result.



Result Calculation Tab



General Purpose

The methods available under the Result transformation selection use further information about 

the particle to convert the intensity distribution, i.e. strength of signal as a function of particle size, 

diffusion coefficient or relaxation time. The methods available assume spherical particles.

Rayleigh-Gans Debye: This method effectively assumes that the refractive index of the particles 

measured differs only marginally from that of the supporting fluid. The actual refractive index 

value is not important, as only relative scattering intensities are calculated in this transformation. 

When performing molecular weight calculations using static light scattering, absolute values will 

be used.

Mie theory: This method requires that both the refractive index of the particle, and the refractive 

index of the solvent are known. This is necessary as the particle form factor depends on the 

Refractive Index as well as size. 

Coated sphere method: This is based on Mie theory and is applicable to particles that consist of 

a core-shell structure, i.e. liposomes, micelles, or a composite latex.



General Purpose

Use Correction: The published Mie scattering form factor has always been used for 

conversion of the measured intensity distribution to volume and number distributions without 

any modification. This function is theoretical and assumes that the technique used for 

measurement has infinite resolution. As it is necessary to collect data over a finite angle, the 

resolution in practice is not as high as the ideal case. The effect of this is that when 

measuring a polydisperse sample as a size covering a minimum in the Mie scattering factor 

(about 300nm, 500nm and 700nm for the Nano S/ZS), the conversion to volume and 

number can produce spurious peaks. These are easily diagnosable as if separate peaks do 

not exist in the intensity distribution, then any apparent extra resolution in the volume 

distribution must be spurious. The form of the Mie factor has been changed to eliminate the 

sharp minima. A new form factor is produced by taking the Mie scattering factor and joining 

each of the peaks predicted, and this new form factor is used for the transformations 

(default setting). This eliminates the spurious peaks by closely matching the resolution of 

the transformation to the resolution of the technique. Deselecting the use correction

parameter allows analysis of data using the original Mie form factor.

(taken from Software Update Notification for DTS v3.10 beta 1)



Mie Correction

Example: Polystyrene latex spheres at 174.65o: 

RIParticle= 1.59, AbsParticle= 0.001, RIMedium= 1.33, l = 633nm



Mie Correction Example

Intensity Size Distribution

Volume Size Distributions

With Mie 

Correction

Without Mie 

Correction



Result Calculation Tab



Size Classes

The correlation function is ‘deconvoluted’ into 

a set of functions of ‘finite decay times’, whose 

amplitudes will sum to recreate the original 

correlation function as closely as possible.

The number of ‘finite decay times’ necessary 

to achieve this will be the number of size 

classes available. 

More size classes mean a more detailed 

spectrum, though the amount of detail 

available to view will be limited by the ill-posed 

nature of the inversion problem.

The inversion algorithms used, either NNLS or 

CONTIN, use a 'regulariser' to smooth the 

result, so limiting the information presented to 

only that which is actually available from the 

data. This will effectively make the spectrum 

independent of the exact number of size 

classes chosen. The number of classes 

chosen is therefore usually not very critical.

Minimum Number of Size Classes = 20

Maximum Number of Size Classes = 100

Size Class Limits (Manual) Lower = 0.1nm

Size Class Limits (Manual) Upper = 10000nm



Discrete Exponentials

The Discrete Exponential

analysis is intended for use with 

dispersions of known or expected 

size components, and is useful in 

the study of oligomerisation and 

aggregation of proteins. Because 

the number of degrees of freedom 

allowed in the fit are low, the 

method may allow the 

measurement of much smaller 

changes in the amounts of material 

at the expected sizes than a free 

distribution analysis.



Discrete Exponentials



Discrete Exponentials: Sizes

Three discrete sizes are fitted. 

They can be chosen manually -

the size inputted and then specified 

by radius or diameter, or 

automatically. If automatic is 

selected the 2nd and 3rd size can 

be calculated as multimers that are 

selected by the user; plus an 

aggregate shape factor model can 

also be selected by the user. 

If only two sizes are of interest the 

third should be set to a size much 

larger than the basic and second 

size. Any data fitted at that large 

size will measure the quantity of 

any out of range material.



Discrete Exponentials: Sizes



Discrete Exponentials: Sizes

Use the scroll down list to select the 

model, and also an input factor if 

applicable.

The Linear model assumes that the 

particles are combined so that the 

effective size increases linearly with 

degree of multimerisation. 

The Globular model assumes that the 

material is reorganised into a compact 

sphere; so that 2 particles would 

produce a dimer of size equal to (2x 

Rm)^0.33,while 5 particles would 

produce a pentamer of size (5x 

Rm)^0.33.

The User specified model enables the 

inputting of a factor between 0.333 and 

1. This is for cases where a network or 

open structure is expected.



Zeta Options: White-Mangelsdorf Theory

› Theory involved with the conversion of electrophoretic mobility 

to zeta potential

› Improvement over Henry’s equation 

› Further extension of O’Brien and White theory – assumes 

immobile Stern layer (R.W.O’Brien, L.R.White. 

J.Chem.Soc.,Faraday Trans. 2 1978, 77 ,1607)

› Most current theory dealing with the conversion of 

electrophoretic mobility to zeta potential (Mangelsdorf, C.S; 

White. L.R, J.Chem. Soc.,Faraday Trans. 1990, 86(16), 2870)

› Takes into account ionic mobility within the Stern layer (dynamic 

Stern layer mobile)



White-Mangelsdorf Theory

› The White-Mangelsdorf model is an alternative to using the Henry 

equation to relate the measured electrophoretic zeta potential with 

measured values of mobility

› It uses the equations governing the ion distribution, electrostatic 

potential and hydrodynamic flow field around a homogeneous 

spherical colloidal particle to calculate the motion of a particle in an 

applied electric field, and as such represents a more sophisticated 

approach to modelling zeta potential

› In addition to modelling the relation between zeta potential and the 

mobility of colloidal particles, it allows the calculation of other 

transport properties such as the static conductivity increment, the 

particle polarisability, the particle drag coefficient and particle 

diffusion coefficient 

› It also gives an estimate of the total equilibrium charge behind the 

slipping plane



Sample Settings Tab



Dispersants Manager



Complex Ionic Dispersant



For further details visit 

www.Malvern.com

and our blog 

www.materials-talks.com

Final tip: 
Create a desktop shortcut to use 

the software without research 

features by utilizing the 

-noresearch

option in the target

http://www.malvern.com/
http://www.materials-talks.com/

